BOLDLY CREATE
BOUNDARIES TO
LIVE IN BALANCE

Workshop
for
Women

Why Attend This Workshop?
Do you find yourself saying yes to requests, regardless if you have the time, resources or
energy? Are you a yes girl? I was an enthusiastic yes girl and it left me burned out,
overwhelmed and to be honest a little resentful. Most of us instinctively say yes, we want to
participate and have every good intention, but to what cost to our physical, emotional and
spiritual wellbeing?
If we're too busy and say yes to everything asked of us we block out the balance we need to
pursue God's plan for our life. So many times we say yes and end up resentful, why? Simply
because we overestimated our ability to do what we said. We weren't authentic with our yes
and we pay the consequences for that inauthenticity and not creating healthy boundaries.
Scripture tells us to let our yes be yes and our no be no. Why? Because our time is precious and
we should seize every opportunity to use it wisely.
In this Women's Workshop, "Boldly Create Boundaries to Live a Life In Balance," I encourage
you to serve and do so freely, but to say yes in an authentic way that honors God, your time and
others so that you aren't just surviving but thriving.

What Will We Discuss?
The workshop will dive into 3 Steps that I call the 3 B's:
1. Be Bold
-Recognize and acknowledge your freedom to say yes or to say no
-Standing firm in confidence of your no
-Discuss the importance of being honest, with a huge dose of kindness
2. Boldly Create Your Boundaries
-We will examine 3 questions, Do I have the time, energy and resources this yes requires? Does
saying yes take away time from what God wants me to do, or from anyone I value? Does saying
yes, come in conflict with my personal or spiritual boundaries?
3. Boldy Create Your Boundaries to Live in Balance
-We will discuss what being in balance looks like for you, by taking a deeper look at your yes's
and its effect on the balance in your life and how it affects God's plan for your life.

Structure of the Workshop
The Workshop is designed for a half day (4 hours)
All attendees will receive handouts and a link to a PDF of the workshop materials
The class will include time for discussion and activities
The workshop is limited to 40 women depending on space of the venue.

1 Corinthians 6:12
"Everything is permissible for me, but
not all things are beneficial. Everything
is permissible for me, but I will not be
enslaved by anything."

Chere Williams
Chere Williams is a mom to a beautiful
daughter whom she believes is the bee's
knees, she's a blogger, freelance writer,
independent contractor, a party planning
enthusiast, a nomad at heart, an optimist
and a lover of Jesus. She is the creator of the
blog,"A Single Christian Mom's Advice on
Making Life Easier," for over nine years. Her
blog was named in the Top 15 Single Moms
Blogs in Earnest Parenting in 2015, it was
listed in the Top 25 Single Mom Blogs in
Circle of Moms and most recently it was
named among the Top 50 Parenting Blogs
in My Kids Need That.com.

Chere was a columnist for the popular site Moms of Faith, a Mom Mentor for Graham
Blanchard Publishing, she promotes faith-based entertainment through Grace Hill Media, is
an intern for the popular author Kathi Lipp, her writing was featured in the book, "A Global
Orphan Crisis," and published in Just Between Us Magazine and Inspired Women Magazine.
She is busy planning the launch of a number of eBooks including, "15 Tips on Avoiding Single
Mom Burnout," "Creating Your Own Narrative as a Single Mom," and "Building a Spiritual
Legacy for Your Kids."
Chere has taught Sunday school classes for children and for women's bible studies. She will
be leading a girl's workshop, "Do Your Choices Produce a Harvest or a Famine?" at the Silver
Spring Church of Christ in October at the 2018 Ladies Inspiration Day.

First Workshop is Complimentary!
Reserve a Workshop Today
Contact Chere Williams at 202-281-9317 or
cherewilliams72@gmail.com

